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The multiplayer mode features up to four players on
the same single screen, although no networking

exists; thus, Doom's first multiplayer modes were
stand-alone player-controlled games. A designated
area is given to each player, and opponents arrive
on the screen randomly. The players face a central
boss, and must survive it. Players are awarded a
score for each enemy killed, and for each ''level''

completed, and the player with the most points after
a set number of rounds wins. Multiplayer modes did

not immediately gain popularity, but they were
refined with the release of the commercial source

code released in 1995 (under the title Doom 2 Public
Beta ) and released in late 1996. These changes

included deathmatch game modes, such as
Hardcore and Crazy, and deathmatch modes that
also allowed players to find a player on another

modem and join their game. The release of a public
beta version of Doom II: Hell on Earth (also known

as Doom 2: HellWASReD1) in the fall of 1996 added
new multiplayer modes, including the ability to play
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on either a dedicated server or a public server, and
to play deathmatch modes against a continuous
stream of other players. As a result, multiplayer

modes have become much more popular than they
were in 1993. A player who dies loses all items and
is forced to start the level again from the beginning.
This allows the player to kill themselves and other

players, and is in contrast to most other games that
have a ''death save'' system where the player

returns after dying, with all progress being saved.
Many modifications of Doom allowed for player

characters to die and respawn, either with a whole-
level or a partial death save. With the release of the
public beta version of Doom II: Hell on Earth, game
developers and other players worked together to
reduce the amount of time a level took to be fully
explored, so that players could reach the end and

explore the level without dying.
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The master models were developed by Mortis-Gear,
a group of level designers, modders, and graphics

programmers that formed in late 1993. They
originally published several map-levels of their own,

such as Anubis (1993) and Oceans (1994), but
continued to make a few more in the course of the

following years, the last one being the explicit
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continuation of the level in Star Wars (1995) (since
removed). The team claimed that they were still
developing more maps, but in reality all of them

were removed from the game afterwards. While a
few of the maps have been released by the modders

themselves after 1998, most of them are still only
known of by their mod authors, as the game

developer is obliged by law to prohibit their release.
The Doom franchise is also notable for spawning a

massively-popular community of speedrunners.
While the series has received some criticism, the

contest's popularity among speedrunners is almost
certainly greater than among the series' players.

They have also been notable for fast-paced action,
level design, puzzles, and other visual factors. The

series also spawned a number of articles by gaming
magazine reviewers, some of whom consider it a
strong predecessor to later first-person shooters.

Several games also feature the 'Jump' and 'Crouch'
keys. Players can use these to jump and crouch

respectively, and they will usually hold these keys
until the player decides to let them go. The jump

feature is needed to accomplish some of the game's
more difficult obstacles, such as those found in the

final level. 5ec8ef588b
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